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ACTIVITY NAME

The Farmers
Drawing/writing utensils
· Cut out of People
White board or large sheet of paper
Power Point of all different kinds of
farmers
·

SUPPLIES NEEDED

·
·

30 minutes to an hour
Ideal for facilitating at a small school
with one on one attention
·

TIME ESTIMATE

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

·

Have students design what they think a farmer
looks like. When designing what they think the
farmer looks like, they should be getting an
idea of what their farmer grows. In this area
we grow Chile, Vegetables, and grow animals for the families to eat off during the upcoming years.
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What do “Real” Farmers do:
·

·

A farmer “is a person engaged in agriculture, raising living organisms for food or raw materials”
Different farmers raise field crops, orchards, vineyards, poultry, or
other livestock

What is the purpose?
·

To feed many people

·

To produce clothes

What do Farmers live on?
·

·
·

Money wise– They live off the money they make on producing the
food/ cotton they get a small amount back for it. It helps feed
their children and families.
Life style– Barns, Ranches, and have a bunch of live stock
Supplies they have– tractors to help accumulate all the mass food
they have.

How do farmers reflect leadership?
·

·

They serve others in their community through producing necessary
goods and services
They oversee their own farm (similar to a business)
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Review these questions with the whole group. Give everyone
a chance to share their thoughts with the rest of the group
and be heard. Feel free to add any other questions you want
to ask as well! The primary point of these questions is to highlight how different qualities can be associated with a leader,
and how there are different ways to get there.
·
·

What did everyone think of the activity?
Were your thoughts about farmers similar to what they actually
do?

·

How might a farmer be a leader on their farm?

·

How can the farmers make lives better for other people?

·

Do you have any animals at home? How can you be a leader
with these animals?

·

What kind of clothing did you put your farmer in?

·

What did you put that your farmer grows?

·

Why do you think everyone had different ideas?

·

Do all of your farmers have anything in common (besides being
farmers)?

·

What does this say about leadership?

·

Any other thoughts?

